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The Creepy Cranky Cavies 

 of Ashton-Under-Thyme 

 
a story by Noah’s ART 
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Once upon a time far, far away on a planet called 

Ashton-under-Thyme 

Lived some relaxed and well-read rabbits 

They were friendly and loved it when anyone read 

to them 
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But they lived next to some scary monsters: - The 

creepy cranky cavies 

They had never seen a cavy, but they had heard 

terrifying stories 
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The creepy conniving cavies had 3 toes on their 

big hairy feet with long twisted nails 

They had four talon like fingers on the front legs  

The crazy cruel cavies had big bald patches behind 

their ears 

And hair grew from the inside of their ears too 
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But worst of all they had massive teeth 

and when they were hungry, they said wheek 

wheek wheek! 
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The rabbits were very frightened of the creepy 

cranky cavies 

Then one day, the relaxed rabbits met the rakish 

rodent rats from Raturn 

They flew in on their shiny spaceships and began 

to explore 
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What kind of spaceship could you make? 

 

You will need tin foil and scissors, toilet roll and 
egg cartoon, paint & paint brush. Cut out your 
base & paint it, cover the engine and nose of the 
spaceship in tinfoil and glue together 
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If you would like to see how to make the SS 

Enterprise follow the link below 

  

  

 
Don’t forget to ask an adult to help with cutting 

out! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WCz2YTJFO1s 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WCz2YTJFO1s
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All the rabbits reckoned the rambunctious 

rodents would fear the cavies too 

But the more they heard, the more the radical 

rats wanted to find the true creepy cranky cavies! 
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They explored the cranky cavies hidden habitat  

Would you put your hand in there? The rats just 

didn’t care! 
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How shall we get them to say hallo, the really cool 

rats puzzled 

Maybe they would like to play – and made them 

some toys for their hay! 

Can you help us make some scary monster hay 

toys for the creepy cranky cavies? 

 
Cardboard & toilet roll 
become a spaceship with 
hay as flames! 

 

Egg box and toilet 
rolls – become alien 
space monsters – 
stuff with fresh 
vegetables and hay! 

What can you make? 
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Its great fun to recycle and your rabbits and guinea pigs will 

love to forage for food amongst the hay. 
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If this doesn’t work maybe, we can tempt them 

with tantalising treats! 

Maybe if we are very silent they will sneak out 

and wheek! 

And the creepy cranky cavies, sniffed the 

delightful carrots and pear 
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And couldn’t resist the food and dared to come 

out into the air 

And when they did, the rabbits were shocked 

The creepy cranky cavies where tiny and not in 

the least scary or huge! 

They were scared of the monster hay toys and the 

radical rodent rats 
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But most of all, they loved delicious tasty treats 

just like rats do 

And they loved eating hay just like rabbits  

But best of all, they were not creepy or cranky 

Just cute and cuddly who need lots of love too! 

And adored yummy food and being read a good 

story by YOU! 

 

 


